
READ MORE

We Have Come
Thus Far 
Because of You

Ten years on, we are double

the optimists, despite

continuing challenges,

precisely because of our

partners.

READ MORE

American Optimism
Meets Bulgarian
Business

What is the common

connection between some of

the most successful

Bulgarian companies

founded in the early 1990s?

READ MORE

800% ROI: A Tale of
an Investment Gone
Great

The funds created thousands

of jobs and enterprises and

developed the products and

institutions of the modern

financial market.

Music 2.0: Physics,
Coding + Your Choice of
Fruit

READ MORE--

 

Catbird and Imp-fowl
Are All Aflutter. Here’s
Why

READ MORE--

 

A Conversation with
Brock Bierman, USAID
Europe/Eurasia

READ MORE--

 

READ MORE-

What to Expect When You Are
Expecting… a Funding Response
from ABF

Our grant-making process presumes collaborative planning

between the America for Bulgaria Foundation and its grantees

and includes the following steps.

1 OCT 
31 JAN
Sofia

Touch the Music: New Traveling
Exhibit at Muzeiko

 Education

What kind of music can we create out of a
hairdryer? The new exhibit reveals the magic
connection between music and science.

READ MORE

31 OCT
Golden Sands

Market Expert Emily French at the
4th Edition of Grain Academy

 Conference

Launched in 2016, Grain Academy was the first
conference of its kind in the Balkans region.
Now, it is a well-established...

READ MORE

01 NOV 
02 NOV
Plovdiv

Seminars, Quality Steaks, and Fun
Activities at STEAKSPO 2019

 Event

STEAKSPO is a forum about beef breeding. Its
fourth edition will feature seminars on topics
such as pasture and grazing management...

READ MORE

Find out more-

It all starts with vision and

courage; the rest is work.

B2Y Productions

presents the stories of

Bulgarians who dared to

follow their dreams,

worked hard, and made it

—in their own country.

Stay tuned for new

episodes every

Wednesday. The 02H

series is screened with

ABF support.

Let’s Stay in Touch...

Bulgarian ------ Read online

Anniversaries

In Focus

 

Save the Date

.
To go to the ABF event calendar, click here.

By Their Own Bootstraps

* To ensure future delivery of email, please add Communications@us4bg.org to your address
book, contacts, or safe sender list.
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-Share on Facebook

You like our stories? 
Share them with your friends.

Tell a friend

     READ MORE     

Meet the Board of the America for Bulgaria Foundation:
Dimiter Voutchev

Standing waist-deep in corn, rescuing workers from foreign invasion, and going back to work on

day 1 of his vacation have never been part of Dimiter Voutchev’s job description. These

circumstances arose in the course of his work and he rose to the occasion, never questioning

having to do them.
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